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HOPE AMIDST REJECTION: 

EDWARD THOMAS AND HIS HOSTS AT MINSMERE 

The nine weeks that Edward Thomas spent at Minsmere, near Dunwich in Suffolk, began a new phase in his 
emotional and imaginative development.  The love between Edward and Helen was tested and found to be true; and it 
was mature by that difficult experience.  Edward Thomas’s subsequent writing shows a markedly greater concern to 
explore the psychological interaction between perception, memory and natural phenomenon.  If related to these 
changes, his exhilaration and despondency at Minsmere give a special importance to this curious episode in his life.  
After examining a wide range of material concerning the Webb and Aldis families, who live at Minsmere between 
1907 and 1914, I am privileged to be able to offer a broader and more accurate appraisal of the context in which 
Edward Thomas wrote Richard Jefferies than has previously been available from his biographers. 

Those members of the Fellowship who went on last year’s Autumn Walk saw for themselves a local landscape which 
has changed little from that which Edward Thomas knew.  The precise description which he gave to Gordon 
Bottomley on 15th January 1908 could be used to identify Minsmere today. 

 I am on a heaving moor of heather and gorse up and down and ending in 
 a sandy cliff about 80 feet perpendicular and the black, peat strewn 
 fine sand below.  On the edge of this 1 ½ miles away is the ruined church 
 that has half fallen over already.  Four arches and a broken tower, pale 
 and airy.  Just beyond that the higher moor dips to quite flat marsh 
 with gentlest rises inland with masses of tress compact and dark and a 
 perfect huge curve of foamy coast up to the red light at Southwold 
 northward.  In the other direction, just behind us, the moor dips to  
 more marshes with black cattle dim and far off under white sun, and 
 three faint windmills that work a sluice and then trees – inland more 
 gentle rises with pines. 

The only significant changes are that the ruined church of All Saints has now completely disappeared from the 
clifftop and the windmills near the sluice have in turn fallen into ruin. 

The surviving row of coastguard cottages was built by the Admiralty in 1827. Their position, at right angles to the 
cliff, was such that the heath and marsh could be overseen, to deter smuggling in the locality.  Their original purpose 
was judged unnecessary by 1902, and five years later the cottages were given over to Dunwich Town Trust, which 
decided to lease them to private individuals. 

Four of these ‘tenements’ were leased to William Trago Webb, three to James Aldis, and the eighth to Henry Hooton.  
The separate parts appear to have connected with each other, which would have suited the new occupants who were 
numerous and inter-related.  William and Josephine Webb came with their eight children (Phillis, Paul, Hope, Alice, 
Roy, Billy, Molly and Chubb) and the older Aldises with three grown-up daughters (Maud, Ethel and Nora).  These 
two families took up permanent residence here, whereas Harry and Janet Hooton would use their section of the 
cottages as an occasional retreat from their home at Anerley in south-east London.  A room at the eastern (seaward) 
end of the building served as a communal meeting place. 

James Aldis was Josephine Webb’s uncle and Janet Hooton’s father.  Edward Thomas was already known to the 
Webbs and Aldises through Helen. She had worked as a nursemaid for the Webb children (then four in number) in 
1896, when they lived at Margate.  Helen’s close friendship with Janet Aldis seems to date from around that same 
year.  Harry Hooton, whom Edward Thomas initially placed in the role of mentor left vacant by the death of James 
Ashcroft Noble, then as the husband of Janet Aldis, proceeded to become one of Edward’s dearest friends and the 
recipient of many of this most confidential letters.  James Aldis retired to Minsmere after a career in teaching: he had 
been a housemaster at Queen Mary’s School in Walsall. William Webb’s background is less 
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clear.  Edward Thomas described him in 1908 as ‘a retired Anglo-Indian,’ and I have deduced that he was living in 
Darjeeling from 1889 to 1891, then for about four years in Tasmania. Perhaps William Webb was a teacher or was 
engaged in some kind of administrative work for the British government. The Webbs’ home at Margate may have 
been their first after returning to England. 

Just why the Webbs and Aldises chose to live in the coastguard cottages at Minsmere can be explained by their 
interests and beliefs. Both were staunch Christians of an Evangelical stamp. William Webb and James Aldis, 
moreover, had similar literary tastes and an interest in educational matters. The chief concern of William and 
Josephine Webb was the happiness of their children, and they believed that this could be best achieved in an 
environment free of unnecessary restrictions on their personal development.  Writing to Edward Thomas in 1896, 
Helen communicated her delight with the happy, uninhibited nature of the Webb children. 

 It pleases me very much here.  I have three little girls aged 8, 6 and 4 
and on boy of seven, and they bath and dress together.  They sleep in  
the same room with each other, and look beautiful whhen I am putting them  
to bed, jumping and hopping about quite naked, rejoicing in the freedom 
of no clothes.  And it makes me wish that it could always be so. 

After moving to Minsmere, the Webbs were able to allow their children such a free and healthy existence as would 
have been unlikely elsewhere.  Everyone ate most meals out of doors; the children swam in the sea several times a 
day or went sailing along the local coast; and they were even permitted to sleep in tents or their own dens on the 
heath in the summer months.  Constance Maynard, the first Principal of the Westfield College (part of London 
University), visited the Webbs in August of both 1908 and 1909.  The success of their parents’ aim is evidenced by 
her observations concerning the Webb children which she recorded in her diary. 

 Oh how differently these children . . . are treated to what they were in   
old days! – I feel as if we should all have been fed and clothed as  
these are. … the junket and stewed apple even for breakfast, and all  
the nice simple things children like so much in unlimited abundance;  
when I remember being scolded for getting my brown Holland frock wet at  
Hastings . . . and how I had never paddled till I was 12 years old, - and  
see the loose garments, long brown legs and bare feet of these children,  
the prancing over the heather, the sleeping in tents out of doors, the  
perfect abandonment of health and joy, and yet not a sign of naughtiness  
all day long; when I see these things I sort of grudge the past! . . .  
Life is influenced by childhood, even if we forget the details. 

Miss Maynard’s unpublished diary contains a wealth of charming details of life at the coastguard cottages. She 
describes the children’s exuberant play on the heath, the beach and in the sea, poetry recitals, going to church in 
Dunwich, and evening prayers and hymn-singing in the communal room.  The diary is also a record of walks and 
conversations with Mrs Webb and with various children. Some of her best insights occurred through unusual events 
during her visits.  The intelligence and resourcefulness of the Webb children, for instance, was demonstrated in the 
episode of Alice and Molly’s ‘disappearance’ and safe return, after which Miss Maynard observed, ‘Never certainly 
were children braver and more sensible than these!’  Her depictions of Hope Webb, to which I shall attend in due 
course, are interesting as those of an impartial observer, fairly soon after Hope’s encounter with Edward Thomas. 

William Webb was already well established as a man of letters before going to live at Minsmere. He had edited 
selections of poetry by Cowper, Tennyson, Wordsworth and Campbell, and translated Select Epigrams from Martial 
(he presented a copy of this book to Constance Maynard at the end of her 1909 visit). His original writing 
included Four Children, in Prose and Verse (1896) and A Book of Bad Children (1903), as well as short contributions 
to periodicals such as the Spectator.  James Aldis had written one book, On Christian Communion with the Departed 
(1881). Whilst at Minsmere, William Webb wrote By Siloa’s Brook; or, Songs of the Faith (1913), How to write an 
Essay (1913) and English Etiquette for Indian Gentlemen (1915; and in collaboration 
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with James Aldis, A Handbook of English Literature (1913). William Webb also wrote A guide to the Study of 
English (1914) with one Frederick J. Rowe.  The subjects of these works indicate their authors’ main interests; but, 
rather unfortunately, the writings of Messrs Webb and Aldis have very little enduring merit. 

Four Children, in Prose and Verse deserves attention here, however, because it portrays Phillis, Paul, Hope and Alice. 
In the first eleven pages, William Webb provides the context for appreciating the subsequent poems, through an 
anecdotal description of his children.  Hope is depicted as an acutely sensitive child, her thoughts frequently turning 
on the issue of mortality. 

 One day, at the tea-table, she sat for a time unusually quiet, and we 
 wondered what was in her thoughts. At length, in the satisfied tone of 
 one who had thought the matter out, the childish oracle spoke: We shall 
 all die some day, and then there’ll be a’most an empty world! 

 Another time a wet, asphalted walk had lured sundry worms from their 
 holes to crawl over it, but the sun had come out and caught them, and 
 they lay stark and withered by its rays. Hope’s tender heart was full  

of pity at the sight, but she comforted herself with the soothing 
reflection, If these poor worms were good, father, they are gone to 
Heaven, ar’n’t they? 

 
This volume includes five poems about Hope: ‘A Birthday Song to Hope at Darjeeling’ and ‘To Hope, eighteen 
months old’, both written in India; ‘Gardening’, which was written in Tasmania; and ‘A Child-study’ and ‘Hope’, 
written in England.  In another poem, ‘Among the Wild Flowers’, William Webb describes the pleasures of rambling 
and flower-collecting in the English countryside with his small children.  The joyous indulgence of this poem may be 
interpreted as that of the writer’s actualisation of his nostalgic fantasies in years spent abroad.  Characteristically, his 
own happiness is validated through that of his children.  The poem concludes: 
 
    Happy children! Days like these 
    Are Life’s sweetest memories. 
    Earth abloom in field and wood 
    Is to those who love her good, 
    And her best delights imparts 
    Still to simple, childish hearts. 
 
The special occasion depicted in this poem prefigures the way of life which the Webbs sought and found for their 
children at Minsmere. 
 
At home at Berryfield Cottage during the autumn of 1907, Edward Thomas suffered serious bouts of depression, the 
result of nervous exhaustion from overwork and constant financial worries.  He recurrently feared that his family 
responsibilities had doomed him to the drudgery of hack-writing, and that, conversely, such a living could not allow 
him a fulfilling existence with Helen and their children.  Edward had, however, received a commission from Methuen 
to write a biography of his childhood idol, Richard Jefferies, and it was to this stimulation challenge that he knew he 
should direct his available energies.  Necessity compelled him to accomplish a great amount of reviewing work while 
he researched his material for the Jefferies book, so that he could afford, for a month or two, to concentrate 
exclusively on drafting its text.  In early November, he spent a fortnight in London, studying in the British Library. 
After discussing with the Hootons the working conditions he would soon need, they arranged for Edward to stay at 
Minsmere in their own part of the coastguard cottages.  A week before going there, Edward wrote to Jesse Berridge, 
‘All my material is ready now, all I am likely to get, and I tremble to be at it in quiet and solitude.’ 
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Edward had visited a neurasthenia specialist in London, who prescribed ‘a wonderfully compounded medicine 
(bismuth, bromide etc) and small green tabloids’ and ‘commanded abstinence from alcohol and sugar and almost 
abstinence from tobacco.’  He arrived at Minsmere on Saturday 28th December and realised immediately that this  
place would indeed allow him quiet and solitude in which to write, but as the Webbs and Aldises were there too, 
congenial company was readily to be found.  He described his immediate benefit from this relatively novel situation 
in a letter to Bottomley. 
  
 … I got here with bad toothache and acquired a stiff neck and was 
 tired with travel.  But the medicine and the air and the lively company 
 of the Aldis family who live in the other coastguard’s cottage next  
 door soon made me rotund in spirit if still lean in body: and I settled 
 down to work in the midst of a patchwork of notes, references etc 
 without much ceremony and lo! got into the thing fast. 
 
Writing to Berridge, he mentioned Maud Aldis: ‘She seems a very good woman indeed and she plays the viola 
gloriously.’  Edward’s health improved remarkably and he found himself able to work steadily at the Jefferies 
biography, even though he often doubted the quality of this writing.  He was very favourably impressed by the views 
north and south from the coastguard cottages, and with the nearby village: ‘Oh Dunwich is beautiful,’ he asserted to 
Bottomley.  Walking further afield, however, he became rather more critical. 
 
 I was at Walberswick today, pestered by inane pretty houses, paintable 
 bits and an elderly aesthetic lady with youthful ankles and neat old 
 cottage furniture.  But the dreary intersected marshes and invisible 
 sounding sea repaid me a little – with a hump of woods just visible as 
 culmination of the mist. 
 
He added that ‘Our combination here of wavering moorland and marshes beats all Walberswick.’  Among his 
favourite haunts was the ruin of All Saints Church. He seems to have been unaware then that Edward Fitzgerald 
translated part of the Rubaiyat of Omar Khayam at this very spot; or that it was Swinburne’s vantage point in his 
most famous poem, ‘By the North Sea’.  That Edward Thomas did, however, discover these connections later is 
evident in his chapters on Fitzgerald and Swinburne in A Literary Pilgrimage in England. One notices too that, 
in World Without End, Helen Thomas depicts her husband, as David, borrowing ‘a coastguard cottage in Suffolk’ in 
which to write a book on Swinburne.  Then, as now, erosion of the cliff at the site of All Saints frequently dislodged 
human bones from its graveyard.  It was here that Edward found a skull and sent it to Walter de la Mare, who named 
it Moses and kept it in a cake box.  Expressing his affection for Gordon and Emily Bottomley, Edward wrote: ‘You 
and your house are among the few things that exist in this head and will remain till it resembles those of dead leaf 
browns which tumble out of Dunwich church onto the sands.’ 
 
Edward found relief from the mental exertion of writing, also a boyish delight, in copying the Webbs’ and Aldises’ 
practice of gathering the miscellaneous articles to be found washed up on the beach; and he absorbed himself in the 
collection and examination of pebbles. 
 
 I get my firewood, kindling and logs, from the beach, where we pick up 
 champagne corks, sailor’s hats, Antwerp beer bottles, fish boxes, 
 oranges, lemons, onions, banana stems, waterworn timber and the most 
 exquisite flat and round pebbles, black, white, dove grey, veined, wheat  

coloured.  Why does Nature make these beautiful things so carelessly and 
then one wonders whether all beautiful things are not of this careless 
inevitableness and yet long wrought out too and then one has to earn one’s living. 

 
This sudden progression from consideration of details to broad speculation about the processes of nature may be seen 
as arising from the particular environment of Dunwich combining with Edward’s concurrent study of  
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mysticism to help with the Jefferies biography.  His facility for close observation, taking his mind beyond self-
consciousness, is also apparent in another letter to Bottomley, where he again writes about the pebbles. 
 
 I come home daily with pockets full of the smooth pebbles, often 
 pearshaped (flattish), rosy or primrose coloured and transparent nearly, 
 and in the fresh moistness wonderfully beautiful: others white and round 
 or oval: some split and with grain like chestnuts: not one but makes me  
 think or rather draws out a part of me beyond my thinking. 
 
Edward Thomas’s experience supports Henry James’s assertion about Dunwich, that ‘a month of the place is a real 
education to the patient, the inner vision.’ 
 
The position occupied by Evelyn Hope Webb in Edward Thomas’s thoughts during and after his sojourn in Minsmere 
is especially interesting.  As the letters which Edward wrote to Helen from Minsmere have not survived, their 
contents have to be deduced from her replies and in the news which she conveys to Janet Hooton.  Thankfully, 
Edward’s letters to Harry Hooton, Gordon Bottomley and Jesse Berridge contain information on the subject.  It is 
probably significant that Edward made no mention of Hope Webb in his letters to Ian MacAllister. In World Without 
End, moreover, Helen Thomas’s account of Edward’s relationship with Hope is, when compared with the surviving 
letters (including Helen’s own), obviously a misrepresentation of the true case. 
 
Helen introduces the episode in such a manner as to emphasise its innocence and propriety. 
  
 Greatly to my relief and joy he sounded much happier.  The change from 
 home was doing him good, and after a few weeks he spoke of returning, 
 but I urged him to stay till the book was finished.  His letters at this 
 time spoke of a girl he had met.  She was one of the family with whom I  
 had lived at Margate, and was now about eighteen.  He told me she was  

beautiful and timid and unsophisticated; that she had walked with him on 
the beach, and had spoken of the books she was reading, of her love for 
the open air, the sea and the flat marshes of Suffolk.  He said she was 
like a wild, timid sea bird, and that only very gradually had he overcome 
her shyness.  He lent her books and introduced her to poetry.  He told  
her of me whom she had known as Auntie Jenny, and of the children. 

 
It is interesting that Helen mentions Edward’s expressed desire to return home before she discusses his encounter 
with Hope.  Edward actually began to write about leaving Minsmere only after the middle of January, when Hope 
returned to her boarding school.  The impression that Helen and her children were constantly uppermost in Edward’s 
thoughts is also misleading.  A letter written to Harry Hooton on 18th January gives a rather different picture. 
  
 Mr Aldis and Hope have quite reached my ‘art and I don’t know what I  

shall do when Hope goes away on Monday for the term.  I have become 
deeply corrupted, so far as to play Animal Grab and to write verses in 
Alice’s Album.  My wife and family are quite forgotten among these 
delights.  But Jefferies gets on very steadily. 

 
Writing to Berridge the previous day, Edward said, ‘I get tired of this flat country and now that one of the children 
here has gone I find them poorish company and would prefer solitude.’ To Harry Hooton again, on 28th January, he 
wrote: ‘ I was sorry to lose Hope and have hardly done any work since.’  Taken together, these statements suggest 
that the presence of Hope had become centrally important in his enjoyment of the locality and of the way of life 
practices at the coastguard cottages, even in the revival of his creative energy.   
   
Edward’s fullest assessment of the role which Hope assumed in his experience of Minsmere is contained in a  
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letter to Bottomley on 7th February.     

     
 Among few disturbances here I got very fond of a girl of 17 with two 
 long plaits of dark brown hair and the richest grey eyes, very wild and 
 shy, to whom I could not say 10 words, nor she to me.  She used to milk 
 the 2 cows her father owned, but has now gone away to school.  She is a  
 clever child who has begun to write verse.  But I liked her for her 
 perfect wild youthfulness and remoteness from myself and now I think of 
 her every day in vain acquiescent dissatisfaction, and shall perhaps 
 never see her again, and shall be sad to hear she ever likes anyone 
 else even tho she will never like me. 
 
While Hope was there, Edward was in a sense captivated by her, certainly; but an awareness of the immediate danger 
and ultimate futility of a direct emotional involvement with this girl, strengthened, it appears, by Edward’s 
characteristic shyness with attractive female company, served to prevent their involvement developing beyond a 
happy companionship.  It was evidently only after Hope left Minsmere that Edward realised the degree to which she 
had engaged his feelings.  An increasingly idealised version of this girl began to haunt his thoughts as he walked in 
the locality or struggled on with writing Richard Jefferies. Rather unwisely, he initiated a correspondence with Hope.  
These letters have not survived, but one can guess their nature, and also see clearly Edward’s tormented yet self-
denying frame of mind, from his letters to other people written during the latter half of February. He wrote to 
Bottomley: 
 
 As I have told you I don’t like the country on the whole, only the two 
 or three miles of moor, sandy cliff, flat marsh and sea visible from 
 here, and even that is a remembered dream now that the child I told you 
 of has become a phantom face and a kind but moderate letter-writer. 
 Isn’t it absurd that while she was here I dared not speak and walk with  
 her, and now that she is gone I put her to the unjust test of letters? 
 What girl of 17 or 18 could express anything in letters to one wholly 
 unknown and not loved? 
 
Edward told Helen about his association with Hope both before and after she went away.  Helen’s early replies share 
a tome of bemused goodwill about the growing friendship between her husband and her former charge.  After Hope’s 
departure, they clearly show worry for Edward and insecurity about herself. 
 
 And Hope’s written again to you, and you to her I suppose.  I wonder (I 
 do really so please tell me, I’m quite serious) what you want her to 
 develop into, or what you want ‘it’ to develop into.  You are fond of 
 her, but you can’t make her fond of you without making it difficult for 
 her.  Is it to be the friendship of a middle aged man, a man of letters 
 etc. etc. and of a simple schoolgirl, the sort of idyllic affair that 
 your biographer will dote on – a passionate, innocent, intimate, 
 uncleish, loverish affair that makes one wish in reading the biography 
 that ‘I’ had been the girl.  Is it to be that sort? Or is she meant to 
 slip unconsciously into something more, with sentiment in it, and heart 
 openings, and in fact a love affair, or what?  It puzzles me.  I mean 
 your attitude to her, what you want, what it’s all about. 
 
Helen ends by saying, ‘I don’t know if I’m the better for having written this letter, or if I’ll cry myself to sleep.’ Her 
version of the relationship between Edward and Hope in World Without End may be read as how Helen would have 
liked it to have been; an idyllic affair for Edward’s biographers to dote on.  She presents Evelyn (Hope) 
‘unconsciously falling in love’ with the unattainable older man whose ‘beautiful face, lovely voice and      
sympathetic interest had thrilled her’; an exact reversal of what appears to have been the truth.  
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Helen briefly visited Edward at Minsmere at the end of February.  She was pleased to use this opportunity to renew 
her acquaintance with the Webbs.  Her leading motive for the visit must, however, have been her painful anxiety 
about Edward and his future love for her.  It is reasonable to assume that they had at least one long frank discussion 
about Edward’s relationship with Hope and what implications it might have for themselves.  The episode clearly did 
affect them permanently.  It was a catalyst for Edward and Helen’s love for each other to gain a new maturity.  
Henceforth, their loving aim would be for less than the perfection which they previously tried to achieve; it would be, 
instead, just the best that they could give each other.  R. George Thomas gives a very good summary of the effects of 
this change on Helen. 
 
 In her heart, before Minsmere, she wished their relationship, their 
 love-making, their mutual self-revelations to remain exactly as they 
 had been between 1896 and 1902.  After Minsmere she became more 
 self-critical about herself as mother, housekeeper, and wife-companion 
 without diminishing one iota her love for him and her determination 
 to create the conditions for his genius to burgeon. 
 
The correspondence between Edward and Hope was abruptly terminated by William Webb, who possibly found out 
about it from another daughter.  He was understandably perturbed that Hope seemed to be improperly involved with a 
married man, offended by what he saw as Edward’s abuse of his generous hospitality, and most immediately, angry 
that the relationship had been kept hidden from him.  Edward had to suffer the humiliation of an interview with the 
irate father.  As Edward confided to Harry Hooton: 
  
 … my folly in concealing (or rather not proclaiming) my letters to 
 and from Hope procured me an awkward interview in my last evening and 
 unhappiness ever since.  I was asked not to go on with the  
 correspondence and I am febrile enough to acquiesce and so throw upon 
 myself various burdens of the imagination, of regret, of scheming, of 
 vaguest hope.  I know I was foolish but the punishment as it always is 
 is excessive.  It is small consolation that perhaps Hope is serene 
 enough and even that may not be true.  Don’t talk about this. 
 
Thus were marred both the reality and the fantasy of Minsmere.  Edward never again had direct contact with Hope.  
He had achieved his practical purpose in going to Minsmere: the first draft of Richard Jefferies: His Life and Work 
was complete.  But he had also imagined he saw in Hope ‘an unassailable vision’ and its manifestation had 
disappeared from his life.  Neither was his rejuvenated health and vitality to last.  As he wrote to Berridge on 26th 
February, ‘I am better for being here but can’t expect the effect to last long after I leave.’ 
 
When Edward returned home to Berryfield Cottage at the beginning of March 1908, he also returned to his former 
state of dejection.  ‘Since returning from Minsmere,’ Helen wrote to Janet Hooton, ‘Edwy has been terribly nervy, 
depressed, desperate, as bad as ever and all my hopes have fallen into many fragments.’  Edward himself described 
his physical and mental condition to Bottomley at the end of the month: 
 
 I am now uniformly low spirited, listless, almost unable to work, and 
 physically incapable.  I have no idea what it means, but I crawl along 
 on the very edge of life, wondering why I don’t get over the edge,  The 
 change from the strong east winds off the sea, the regular, uninterrupted 
 life at Minsmere, to this milder place full of ‘little’ 
 responsibilities, the garden bedraggled after a sodden winter, meant 
 something. 
 
Edward was, however, beginning to realise that his resumed dejection was due to more than his separation from Hope 
and the halcyon days at Minsmere: he could now identify the operation of his ego in the unfortunate turn  
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of the episode,  he was able to take a yet more detached view by 21st May, as is shown in his wry comments to 
Bottomley 
 
 I have a new interest in life since I heard that my letters to her 
 (Hope) have been shown to quite a number of amateur psychologists and 
 detectors of vice.  It is understood that she was just saved.  Here I 
 see my egoism has a value.  Indignation and wounded vanity are covering 
 up the other sore. 
 
Constance Maynard became acquainted with the Webbs through Hope, who had successfully applied to study at 
Westfield College. One her frequent cycling tours around England, Miss Maynard liked to visit the past, present and 
prospective students of her college.  It was in this capacity that she first stayed with the Webbs from 29th to 31st 
August 1908, and again from 24th to 28th August the following year.  Miss Maynard and the seven-year-old Chubb 
were very soon affectionate towards each other, and she took a definite liking to Roy and Billy.  On the first visit, 
Hope’s name occurs fr3equently in her diary, but her appearance and personality are not described.  One must 
suppose that the shyness Edward Thomas observed nine months earlier was now, though perhaps for different 
reasons, inhibiting her in the company of Westfield’s Principal.  One sees, however, that at nearly nineteen years of 
age, Hope chose to sleep outside the cottages with Chubb, in what is described as a ‘chicken house.’ Hope’s self-
confidence seems to have grown by the next summer, when she had a friend from Westfield (Amy Montfort) to stay 
with her when Miss Maynard paid her second visit.  “The Mistress,” as she was known by her students, records how 
Hope and Amy demanded her company for a  walk one morning. 
 
 Breakfast out of doors, and then no indoor writing for me, but out and 
 away among the glowing heather!  I was established comfortably by Amy 
 and Hope for an hour, and then they came to fetch me for a long walk on 
 the sands.  We left not only papers but shoes and all else in the 
 sleeping tent, and walked half in and half out of the edge of the sea 
 all the way to Dunwich, - or rather to the first tents on the beach, - 
 for it is a spread-out place.  My feet are so tender compared with 
 those of my sturdy companions, that I walked further in the sea to 
 secure softer sand, and though the surface was so smooth there was a 
 swell on, and now and then a wave caught me.  Then came laughter, - Oh 
 Mistress, stand firm! – Oh Mistress, your petticoat is all dripping! –  
 and so on. 
 
London University’s Registrar of Students shows that Hope Webb was born on 30th November 1889, a date supported 
by internal evidence in William Webb’s Four Children, in Prose and Verse. This means that when Edward Thomas 
stayed at Minsmere, he supposed – and his biographers have accepted – that Hope was a year younger than she really 
was.  She appears to have been a bright and industrious student at Westfield College.  In 1910, Hope took her 
Intermediate Arts Examination in Latin, Greek, History and French; and in 1911, she gained a first-class honours 
degree.  The extent of her extra-curricular activities is a mystery.  She is not mentioned in any issue of Hermes, the 
college magazine, from her time there, either as belonging to any sports team, as running a club or society, or for 
involvement in drama; nor did she write any of the signed original material in the magazines.  These absences are a 
little surprising in view of the literary environment at Minsmere, that she was writing verse shortly before going up to 
Westfield, and that she was keen hockey player at home.  Maybe she was just exceptionally preoccupied with her 
studies. 
 
Among the friends which Hope gained while at Westfield College was a student named Mary Naish who had begun 
her studies there a year before.  In 1986, a curious manuscript was presented to the Trustees of Dunwich Museum.  It 
had belonged to Mary Naish until shortly before her death a few years earlier, when she had given it to a friend in 
Aldeburgh.  This essay was entitled ‘The True Story of a Wreck which occurred on the East Coast: 17th January 
1912@, and its author, H. E. Webb.  It is a fascinating account of Hope’s activities on a day which  
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culminated in a violent storm and the wrecking of a Dutch Schooner, the Voorwaatz.  The narrator describes the 
locality of Minsmere, then proceeds to relate how she set off to play at a hockey match at Aldeburgh. 
 
 I started on my bicycle due west across the moor, following a narrow 
 footpath inland.  So great was the strength of the east wind behind me, 
 that I was obliged to keep my brake on nearly all the time, to avoid 
 being blown into the heather on either side of the path, which twisted 
 and curved across the moor.  More than this, to my surprise I found 
 myself sailing up one of the steepest hills freewheeling all the way. 
 
After the match, she was having tea with the other players in a confectioner’s shop, when they heard Aldeburgh life-
boat being called out.  While the others hurried to the seashore, Hope equally hastily went home through the 
mounting storm.  Reaching the coastguard cottages at last, she was puzzled by what she saw. 
 
 I rushed to the cycle-shed and there, as if on purpose to hinder me, the 
 cycle belonging to our gardener boy was leaning against the door.  He 
 always left at five and it was now after six; what did it mean? 
 Somehow or other I shoved my bicycle in and rushed into the house.  No 
 light in Father’s study, no light in the dining-room or kitchen, and no 
 people either! 
 
They were down on the beach, anxiously waiting to help ashore any of the crew off the shipwreck who could not be 
rescued by either of the attending life-boats.  The bravery of the Southwold life-boatmen on that occasion would earn 
them medals from the Queen of the Netherlands.  Hope’s narrative has an appropriate urgent pace, with closely-
observed details (such as that of the gardener-boy’s bicycle) economically placed to enhance its vividness.  This 
essay was eventually published in 1988 as part of Ormond Pickard’s booklet, Dunwich by the Stormy Sea.  Its 
independent merit as a historical record is sufficiently attested by the fact that Dr Pickard chose to include it in this 
booklet without knowledge of Hope Webb’s connection with Edward Thomas. 
 
Another interesting memoir of Minsmere from this period was published in 1914 in The Blue Book for Girls edited 
by Mrs Herbert Strang.  The authorship of ‘Winter By The Sea’, ascribed to Janet S. Aldis, is unclear.  It may, of 
course, have been written by Janet Hooton under her maiden name; but I tend to think it originates from her mother.  
Reading this essay, one gets the impression that it tis the work of a teenage girl.  I believe, however, that this is a 
technical device to make it accessible to the intended readership.  The author writes about her taking up permanent 
residence at the coastguard cottages (unlike Janet Hooton) and implies that she has lived there for a long period of 
time.  She also describes ‘the delight of “poltering”’, or collecting objects from the beach, among which oranges are 
specified.  She then mentions making marmalade with them and comments on its salty flavour.  Constance Maynard 
recorded having been told by the Webb children that ‘One day the sand was found littered with Seville oranges, and 
their aunt made marmalade out of them.’  Janet S. Aldis also gives an eyewitness account of the same shipwreck as 
Hope Webb described.  Janet Hooton was not at Minsmere on that occasion.  Next to Constance Maynard’s diary, 
‘Winter By The Sea’ is the richest source of information about daily life at the coastguard cottages. 
 
Janet S. Aldis also wrote two children’s novels, The Campers (1915) and The Odd Family (1927). The Campers has a 
seaside setting which almost exactly matches that of Minsmere, even to its distance from the nearest railway station 
which, like that at Darsham, has a level crossing hard by it.  The antics of the children int his novel curiously 
resemble those of the Webbs as portrayed in Constance Maynard’s diary.  The boy called John, for example, appears 
to be very like Billy Webb.  There are also similarities in the manner of their upbringing.  At the beginning of the 
novel, their Aunt Sophie has written to their mother to invite the children for a camping holiday near her clifftop 
house.  In the letter she says: ‘I should not dare to make this suggestion if I did not know how anxious you are to 
bring up your children to be self-reliant and independent – too much so, I have often thought.’  Many of their 
activities on the holiday may be seen as fairly accurate representations of those which were part of daily life for the 
Webb children.  Here, for example, they go swimming before breakfast. 
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 They had stayed with Auntie before, of course, and they had not 
 forgotten the delight of slipping on bathing-dresses and mackintoshes, 
 and running down to the shore for a bathe before breakfast . . .  
 Then they scampered across the cliff till they reached a long flight of 
 steps which led down to the beach, and in less than no time they were 
 all kicking and splashing in the sea, while John practiced his favourite 
 trick of diving under the water and pinching their legs. 
 
 And if bathing was delightful, so was getting breakfast.  John and Alan 
 laid the table – out-of-doors, of course; Grace tidied the beds, while 
 Peggy cooked the eggs and made tea. 
 
Regarded in its own right as a children’s novel, The Campers is a rather undistinguished work. Its lasting value is as 
another record of childhood at Minsmere. 
 
It is reasonable to expect that Hope Webb and Minsmere, both of which made a deep impression on Edward Thomas, 
would have found their way into his writing.  I believe there are at least three instances where this would have 
happened.  In The South Country, his next substantial work after Richard Jefferies, he gives an evocative description 
of the end of winter in Suffolk.  The details of this piece clearly locate it at Minsmere, as this extract demonstrates. 
 
 Rain falls and, for a moment only, the dyked marshland below and beyond 
 the wood is pale and luminous with its flooded pools, the sails of 
 windmills climb and plunge, the pale sea is barred with swathes of foam, 
 and on the whistling sands the tall white waves vaunt, leap forward, 
 topple and lie quivering.  But the rain increases: the sound and the  
 mist of it male a wall about the world, except the world in the brain 
 and except the thrush’s song which, so bright and clear, has a kind of  
 humanity in it by contrast with the huge bulk of the noises of sea and 
 wood. 
 
Also in The South Country, there is the short story, ‘A Return to Nature’, in which the main character tells the 
narrator about visiting a relation who lived in the east coast.  Again, the description recalls Minsmere; and 
furthermore, references to such details as ‘a fresh arrangement of blue pebbles glistering in the bitter wind,’ or that 
‘Walking over the moor the undulations of the land hid and revealed the sea in an always expected way,’ remind one 
of the observations in Thomas’s letters written there.  There is also a long description of a girl precisely like Hope 
Webb. As with Thomas himself, the central character in this story perceives the image of this girl as inseparable from 
the particular natural setting; but unlike the author, his feelings for the girl are unambiguously those of love. 
 
 It seemed a beautiful life, where clouds could not help being finely 
 spun or carved, or pebbles help being delicious to eye and touch.  But 
 out of the extremity of my happiness came my worst grief.  I fell in 
 love.  I fell in love with one of my cousins, a girl of seventeen.  She 
 never professed to return my love, but she was a most true friend, and 
 for a time I was intoxicated with the delight; I now envy even the 
 brief moment of pain and misery that I had in those days. 
 
Writing to Bottomley on 7th February 1908, Thomas had remarked, ‘How unprofitable so many of our most genuine 
likings are, pebbles and seventeen year olds, for example.’  The figure of Hope appears to be represented also in ‘The 
Fountain’, a piece included in Rest and Unrest.  In October 1909, after Bottomley had read this newly published 
book, Edward Thomas wrote to him: 
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 I am glad you found things to like in the little book.  It is too small 
 a selection from the things I have been doing to be quite fair to me. 
 Also it is my own selection and various bad reasons led me to include 
 several – one of which was ‘The Fountain’, a glimpse of a girl by the 
 sea sand, - I wonder did you like it at all? . . . Among my bad habits 
 was that of looking through old note books of scenery etc in order to 
 get a subject or mood suggested tome.  I now use the note books more 
 and more exclusively for the details of things conceived independently. 
 
It is probable that the subject and mood of ‘The Fountain’ originated partly from his noted taken at Minsmere.  ‘The 
Fountain’ is obviously not intended to be taken as realism, and in any case important elements of this piece, such as 
its setting at the height of summer, are emphatically different from its author’s experience of Minsmere.  There are, 
however, striking similarities in its topography and in the description of the elusive girl. 
 
 She was dark, not tall, and slender, her eyes blue and cold and still. 
 Her brow was like a half-moon under her brown hair and was of a most 
 pellucid purity and utterly serene.  The blue of her dress was very 
 cool against the yellow of the gorse.  She might have been eighteen, 
 not more.  Her hair was wet and fell down over her breast and beyond her 
 waist in two long plaits.  She had seaweed in both her hands and it hung 
 to the ground motionless, like dripping bronze. 
 
I believe the ‘The Fountain’ shows a development in the figure based on Hope beyond that in ‘A Return to Nature’ in 
so far as her attributes are extended yet further from the original.  In ‘The Fountain’, she stands paradoxically at once 
for the opposed ideals of innocence and sexuality, domestic happiness and artistic fulfilment.  These opposite ideals 
are, of course, mutually exclusive in their absolute attainment. 
 
 My heart was beating fast, but not with hope.  She was in another world 
 from mine.  I felt there was no possible means of contact with that 
 form and the life which it expressed. 
 
If on reads ‘hope’ as ‘Hope,’ then this short paragraph assumes a special autobiographical significance.  Hope Webb 
and the way of life that she represented could never become more than a temporary and provisional part of Edward 
Thomas’s reality.  He was able, however, to integrate them permanently into his imaginative vision. 
 
In ‘A Return to Nature’, the main character outlines what he knows of the subsequent life of the girl whom he had 
fruitlessly loved. 
 
 They sent her away to college.  She overworked and overplayed, and they 
 have told me she is now a schoolmistress.  I see her sad and firm with 
 folded hands. 
 
It is by no means certain that Hope Webb overworked herself at Westfield College; and that she overplayed there is 
doubtful.  She did indeed become a school-teacher however.  In 1916, Hope was teaching at a junior school in 
Coldash, near Newbury in Berkshire, and later she worked as a private tutor until at least 1949.  Hope appears to have 
spent her retirement in Kensington and to have died around 1961.  She never married.  One cannot help wondering if 
she grew to be ‘sad and firm’ and also, if she read The South Country or Rest and Unrest, she recognised herself in 
their pages. 
 
 

MARTIN HAGGERTY 
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